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15851

Low Profile Stainless 
Steel Gas Cap Sets
These polished gas caps feature an 
extremely low-profile with either 
a peaked or domed top design. 
They fit all models with screw-type 
gas tanks from late 96-Up. Sold in 
matched sets with left and right 
hand threads.
15850 Peaked set
651858 Black, Peaked set
15851 Domed set
651859 Black, Domed set

15850

Küryakyn Replacement Gas Caps
Sometimes they get lost, sometimes they get stolen, & sometimes they 
just wear out. Vented or non-vented, these chrome-plated gas caps are a 
fraction of the cost of stainless steel caps.
605194 Peaked Low Profile Gas Cap (R.H. Thread) - Vented (ea)
605195 Peaked Low Profile Gas Cap (L.H. Thread) - Non-Vented (ea)
605196 Stock Style Gas Cap (R.H. Thread) - Vented (ea)
605198 Domed Low Profile Gas Cap (R.H. Thread) - Vented (ea)
605199 Domed Low Profile Gas Cap (L.H. Thread) - Non-Vented (ea)

‘Renegade’

‘Bandit’

651859

651858

Stainless Steel Gas Cap Sets with Paint 
Protectors by Landmark
Never chip or scratch your paint again. Durable alloy paint protec-
tor screws into the stock filler neck offering a permanent air tight 
seal. The polished stainless gas cap threads into the protector. Fit 
all models with screw-top tanks.

For Models from L96-Up

‘Bandit’ ‘Renegade’

16502 16504 Matched cap set with left and right-hand 
threads

16503 16505 ‘Bandit’ peaked style single vented gas cap 
kit

Note: In mid-96 the OEM tank design changed. The gas tank bung on these later mod-
els DOES NOT have any welding bead above the sheet metal surface of the tank.

For Models from 82-E96

‘Bandit’ ‘Renegade’

16491 16493 Matched cap set with left and right-hand 
threads

16492 16494 Single vented cap

Ness-Tech ‘Low Gravity’ Screw-
in Gas Caps
This low profile, between 1/4" and 3/8"-tall, 
chrome-plated billet aluminum design stands 

out in style! Ratcheting mechanism provides proper torque and align-
ment. Vented gas caps have a right-hand thread, and non-vented caps 
have a left-hand thread. Sold each.

Fit all Models from 82-E96 

Vented Non-Vented
05187 05188 Baby Moon

 

Fit all Models from L96-14

 Vented Non-Vented
05728 05729 Baby Moon

Baby Moon

Flush Mount Pop-up Caps for Sportsters
These are the sleekest gas caps around! The flawless pop-up mechanism 
is easy to handle and the added trim ring provides paint protection and 
great looks. Sold each. Will not fit 04-10 XL1200C. 

Caps for 98up XL with 3.3 Gal tanks
688662 Flush mount cap 3.3 gal, chrome
688663 Flush mount cap 3.3 gal, black

Caps for 98up XL with 2.1 and 4.5 Gal tanks
688664 Flush mount cap 2.1 & 4.5 gal, chrome
688665 Flush mount cap 2.1 & 4.5 gal, black

688663


